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Abstract
In the view of sustainable development and environment protection, degradable agricultural �lms with on-
demand thermal insulation properties have attracted growing research interest in the last few decades
due to the deteriorating environment and extreme climate on the growth and existence of crops. Here, a
general strategy has been developed to fabricate degradable silver nanowires modi�ed cellulose
(AgNWs/cellulose) hybrid �lm with controllable thermal insulation and antibacterial properties by using
plant cellulose and AgNWs as building blocks, as well as their agriculture application. The results showed
that the AgNWs were evenly dispersed in the three-dimensional grid of cellulose, formed a �lm that could
withstand a certain tensile force, and have good thermal stability. Due to the excellent electrical
conductivity, the AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lms can provide excellent Joule heating, generating rapid
thermal response and uniform electrical heating at a low supply voltage of 3 V for extra warmth. In the
antibacterial tests against Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus, the AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm
exhibit large diameters of inhibition zones, revealing the high antibacterial activity. Additionally, the
AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lms showed highly stretchable behavior by delivering a breaking strain of 1.5%
with a tensile stress of 0.45 MPa owing to the cross-linked structures of cellulose and AgNWs. Based on
the above properties, this study not only provides a potential strategy for the fabrication of �exible and
biodegradable agricultural �lms but also may provide new insights for agricultural thermal management.

Introduction
The deteriorating environment and the frequent occurrence of extreme climate have a huge impact on
agricultural crops (Bellard et al. 2012). Since the advent of the industrial age, human activities including
modern industry and agriculture contribute to the production of greenhouse gases, which have caused
extreme climates including droughts, �oods, high temperatures, heatwaves, and cold damage (Bindi and
Olesen 2010; Piao et al. 2010). And as greenhouse gases increase, extreme weather phenomena will also
occur frequently and the frequency will increase signi�cantly. Extreme climate not only threatens the
human living environment (Ngo and Horton 2016), but also endangers agricultural crops (Challinor et al.
2014; Gu et al. 2008; Lesk et al. 2016; Lobell and Gourdji 2012). The frequent extreme cold waves caused
by the La Nina phenomenon have delayed the germination of overwintering crops and delayed planting
of early spring crops, which seriously affects agricultural production, but also brings great damages to
the economy, society, resources, and environment (Cai et al. 2015; Guimarães Nobre et al. 2019; Hoyos et
al. 2013). For example, in January 2008, a snow and freezing disaster occurred in southern China by La
Nina event. It has been estimated that the direct economic loss in southern China reached 53.79 billion
yuan due to severe low temperature, snow and freezing disasters. In the cold environments, although
plant have ability to withstand cold within a �xed range, but once it exceeds this range, the growing of
agricultural crops will stop, even die (Hat�eld and Prueger 2015). Low temperature will rupture the cell
membrane of plants, and inactivate and denature proteins (Janmohammadi et al. 2015). In this respect,
an ideal insulation technology that is called agricultural thermal management is proposed, which can
provide a comfortable temperature for crop growth.
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The damage to crops caused by freezing disasters can be divided into three types: cold damage, frost
damage, and freezing damage. According to the types of freezing disasters, several thermal management
equipment and materials, such as electric furnaces, air conditioning, and agricultural �lm are available for
temperature adjusting. Among the various presented techniques, agricultural �lm technology has been
more developed for insulation application, because of its advantages, such as simple operation, energy-
saving, and low cost. At present, the common agriculture plastic �lms, such as polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
�lm (Scarascia et al. 2012), polyethylene (PE) �lm (Kasirajan and Ngouajio 2012), and ethylene-vinyl
acetate (EVA) �lm (Espí et al. 2016) widely applied in agricultural production, which all show excellent
insulation properties. However, most of the agricultural plastic �lms are prepared from non-renewable
petroleum resources, but they produce numerous non-biodegradable and hazardous white pollutants,
which are harmful to the ecological environment (Chae and An 2018; Kyrikou and Briassoulis 2007; Qi et
al. 2020). Besides, uncontrollable insulation properties and insu�cient thermal stability of these plastic
�lms have long been the major obstacles for application in extreme environmental climate. To overcome
these shortcomings, for instance, Ramesh et al. (Ramesh and Radhakrishnan 2019) have successfully
prepared an eco-friendly biodegradable polyvinyl alcohol based �lm incorporated with cellulose
nanoparticles and fennel seed oil as �ller, which exhibited better thermal stability and transparency than
other combinations, showing huge application potential in food or drug packaging. Consequently, facing
extremely cold weather, traditional agricultural plastic �lms cannot fully satisfy the requirements based
on property defects, and petroleum-based plastic �lms no longer conform to the green concept of
sustainable development. Taking into account the deteriorating environment and the climate change it
brings, it is of great signi�cance to explore environmentally friendly and biodegradable agricultural �lms
with controllable insulation properties for on-demand agricultural thermal management applications.

The fabrication of agricultural �lms with diverse components and desired mechanical properties offers
the ability to control the insulation properties in agricultural applications. Recently, degradable cellulose
�lms have been attracting increasing interest in agricultural applications due to their su�cient chemical
stability, renewable, excellent mechanical properties. For instance, Zhao et al. (Zhao et al. 2019) utilized
cellulose as a raw material to successfully devise a transparent cellulose �lm with uniform structure,
good thermal and mechanical properties, which provides a potential application of conversion of plant
waste into biodegradable packaging and other functional materials. Tan et al. (Tan et al. 2016) reported a
kind of mulching �lm consisted of natural �bers and biodegradable polymers, showing good physical
properties, water permeability, and heat preservation capability, which has great prospects as a substitute
for non-degradable plastic �lm in agriculture. However, the application of degradable cellulose �lms is
limited by limited insulation properties, especially in extreme cold waves. To overcome these drawbacks,
some efforts have been made to develop functional cellulose �lms by introducing conductive materials.
For example, Yotprayoonsak et al. (Yotprayoonsak et al. 2021) have reported a conductive cellulose �lm
by coating double-walled carbon nanotubes on cellulose �ber surfaces, thus showing excellent electric
heating. Furthermore, metal coating onto cellulose and ionic conductive organohydrogel containing
cellulose also exhibit effective Joule heating effect (Root et al. 2018; You et al. 2021), which can be used
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as agricultural �lm in extreme climates application. Therefore, the surface of the cellulose �lm needs to
be functionalized with conductive materials to improve the insulation properties.

Metal nanowires with nano-scale size effect and high aspect ratio have potential applications in thermal
management due to good conductivity and thermal conductivity. In this contribution, the �exible
AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm with controllable thermal insulation properties were fabricated for extreme
climates application using the solution-solution blending and evaporation technique. The AgNWs are
evenly dispersed in the cellulose grid, forming a good conductive layer, which can e�ciently harvest heat
from Joule heating. In addition, the antibacterial tests, optical and mechanical properties of
AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lms were studied to con�rm potential agricultural thermal management
applications. Based on the above properties, this research provides a degradable and can quickly heat
insulation functional material that can provide ideas for the replacement of agricultural plastic �lm and
the rapid heat preservation of agricultural �lm in extreme environments.

Experimental Section

2.1 Chemical and material
Sodium chlorite (NaClO2, 80.0%), sodium hydroxide ( NaOH, ≥ 96.0%), sodium chloride (NaCl, ≥ 99.8%),
ethylene glycol (HOCH2CH2OH, ≥ 99.5%), acetone (CH3OCH3, ≥ 99.5%), ethanol (CH3CH2OH, ≥ 95% ),
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, Mw∼95000), polyethylene glycol (PEG, Mw∼4000), were purchased from
Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. silver nitrate (AgNO3, 99.8%), lithium hydroxide (LiOH, 99.99%) can
be purchased from Aladdin reagent (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, Mw∼360000),
Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli were purchased from Shanghai Luwei Technology Co., Ltd.
Waste sawdust, as a source of cellulose �bers, were collected from the campus of Jiangsu University and
were washed several times with deionized water and ethanol before use. Deionized water was used
throughout all experiments. All the other chemicals and materials are of analytically pure grade without
puri�cation.

2.2 Extraction of cellulose
Cellulose was extracted from waste sawdust via alkali treatment and bleaching treatment process. In a
typical procedure, a certain amount of broken sawdust was washed by distilled water, then drying at 80
℃ for 24 h before the chemical treatment. The dried sawdust was dissolved in a 5 wt% NaOH with
stirring at 80 ℃ for 4 h to remove hemicellulose and lignin. Then, the extracted �bers with yellow-whitish
colour were obtained after washing several times to neutral by deionized water. Next, blenching was
conducted for broken sawdust in a 4wt% NaClO2 solution at 80 ℃ for 4 h to remove hemicellulose and
impurities, the pH of the solution was adjusted to 4 through the addition of acetic acid before blenching.
Finally, the white cellulose was obtained by continuous washing and �ltering with deionized water,
transferred to a dialysis bag until the pH approached 7, then drying for reserve.

2.3 Preparation of AgNWs
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AgNWs with high electrically conductive were prepared by hydrothermal method, according to the
procedure reported previously (Li et al. 2020). Typically, AgNO3 (200 mg) was dissolved in EG (20 mL),
which was uniformly dispersed in this solution by stirring continuously, followed by mixing with 30 mL of
the PVP (2.22 g) and NaCl (0.06 g) of the EG solution. Then, the suspension was treated at 160 ℃ for 8 h
in a Te�on-lined reactor. After that, the mixture obtained after the reaction was cooled down to room
temperature, adding acetone to centrifuge to obtain AgNWs. Finally, the AgNWs were dispersed in ethanol,
and stored in the freezer for later use and analysis.

2.4 Preparation of AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm
The AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm was fabricated by the solution blending process using sawdust
cellulose and AgNWs as building blocks, followed by drying at room temperature and storing frozen.
Brie�y, the 3 g of sawdust cellulose were dissolved in 100 mL mixed solution containing 5 g of LiOH and
15 g of carbamide under vigorous stirring at minus 12 ℃ for 10 min. Then, the PVA solution was
observed by adding 10 g of PVA in 100 mL deionized water under magnetic stirring at 90 ℃ for 3 h.
Subsequently, 4 g of PEG was added into the above PVA solution under continuous stirring to form a
homogeneous solution. After that, the precursor solution was obtained by mixing the above mixture and
the dissolved sawdust cellulose with ultrasonic dispersion for 1 h. Finally, 10 mL of nanowires
suspension containing 0.005 g AgNWs were evenly dispersed in the above precursor solution to casting
liquid, followed by the casting on a Glass petri dish at room temperature for 48 h, and the
AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm peeled from the glass petri was obtained. The preparation process of
AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm is illustrated in Scheme 1.

2.5 Characterization
The morphologies and crystal structures of pure cellulose �lm, AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm and AgNWs
were analyzed with scanning electron microscopy (SEM, S-4800, Hitachi) and X-ray diffraction (XRD-
6100Lab) with Cu Kα radiation with a scanning rate of 4°/min in the 2θ ranging from 10° to 80°,
respectively. The chemical compositions and surface chemical state of pure cellulose �lm,
AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm, and AgNWs were performed with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS,
Ulvac-PHI, INC, Japan) a K-Alpha spectrometer using Al Kα radiation. Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR)
spectra of the hybrid �lm before and after adding AgNWs were recorded on a Nicolet Nexus 470
spectrometer with a resolution of 2 cm− 1 using the KBr method. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was
recorded in the heating process by using thermogravimetric analysis TA-Q5000 under nitrogen gas
atmosphere at a rate of 10°C/min. Tensile tests were measured by Instron 3382 universal mechanical
testing system (Instron, Boston, Massachusetts) at room temperature. The transmittance of cellulose �lm
and AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm was conducted by UV-Vis spectrophotometer in the wavelength range
from 200 to 800 nm.

2.6 Thermal management properties
For the thermal management properties, electrical heating and infrared imaging tests were carried out
separately. For an electric heating test, the hybrid �lm attached by copper tapes on both ends as electrical
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contact points, a size of 1 × 2 cm2, was connected to the power source with a power clip to form a
conductive closed circuit. Then, under a certain voltage, the heating performance of the hybrid �lm was
detected according to the temperature change with time. Power and temperature were provided by a
direct power supply (WYK-30100) and monitored by thermocouple, separately. Additionally, the infrared
camera was exploited to photograph infrared images to further analyze its thermal management
properties. In a relatively constant temperature environment, the hybrid �lm and cellulose �lm cut to a
size of 1 × 3 cm2 were taken infrared images on a heating plate (C-MAG HP4, IKA, Germany) with a
constant temperature of 40 ℃.

2.7 Antibacterial activity
The antibacterial activity of the hybrid �lm and cellulose �lm was investigated by the inhibition zone
method. Typically, the solid medium was prepared by deionized water, protein extract, peptone, NaCl, and
agar at a ratio of 500:2.5:5:5:5, while the liquid medium was prepared in the same ratio except that there
was no agar. The Erlenmeyer �ask containing culture medium and the instruments involved in the
experiment were sterilized in an autoclave for 30 min to avoid contamination by other bacteria and
increase the success rate of the experiment. Then, the solution in the Erlenmeyer �ask was transferred to
a laminar �ow chamber that has been sterilized by UV for 30 min, pouring it into a sterile petri dish, and
injecting 5 µL liquid that was composed of Escherichia coli or Staphylococcus aureus medium and liquid
medium on the solidi�ed medium. And the hybrid �lm and the pure cellulose �lm were placed in a petri
dish with the same bacteria, respectively. Finally, the samples were sealed and transferred to a 37°C
constant temperature incubator for 24 h and observing whether there is a zone of inhibition around the
sample. The whole process required an aseptic operation.

Results And Discussions
The surface morphology and chemical composition of cellulose, cellulose �lm, AgNWs, and
AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm were characterized using SEM and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). As
shown in Fig. 1A, as-prepared sawdust cellulose shows a three-dimensional linear network structure and
the single cellulose exhibit slender thread-like with an average diameter of 15 µm. The one-dimensional
�ber structures of sawdust cellulose can enhance the �exibility and mechanical properties of the hybrid
�lm. From Fig. 1B, it is shown that cellulose �lm with a microporous structure constructed by micro�ne
cellulose and other �llers, the microporous structure could improve the transmittance of the hybrid �lm.
Also, Fig. 1C shows as-prepared AgNWs with an average diameter of 50 nm and a high aspect ratio
of 150 are synthesized, the high aspect ratio can modify the mechanical properties of the hybrid �lm. As
can be seen in Fig. 1D, it shows that the AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm was successfully prepared, because
it can be seen that the AgNWs are cross-linked and dispersed in the cellulose grid. Furthermore, the well
hydrophilic properties of cellulose could make the AgNWs uniformly distributed on the cellulose �lm, and
the cross-linked AgNWs facilitate the transmission of electrons that increase the electric heating
performance and heat preservation of the hybrid �lm. And from Fig. S1, it is indicated that C, N, O, Ag
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elements exist on the hybrid �lm, respectively, which strongly supports the composition of the
AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm.

The crystal structures of AgNWs and AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm were characterized using XRD, as
shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen from Fig. 2A that the characteristic diffraction peaks of cellulose and
AgNWs are detected in the XRD pattern, implying the successful preparation of AgNWs/cellulose hybrid
�lm. The AgNWs were also examined by XRD as shown in Fig. 2Aa. The typical characteristic peaks
located at 2θ of 38.12°, 44.28°, 64.43°, and 77.47°are attributed to the (111), (200), (220), and (222)
crystalline planes of AgNWs crystals and these characteristic peaks are consistent with the reported
literature (Yin et al. 2020). The sharp and intense XRD diffraction peaks of AgNWs show their highly
crystalline characteristics. Figure 2Ab shows the peak of cellulose  at 2θ of 19.48°and 22.59°, in addition
to the characteristic peak of AgNWs detected, suggesting the AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm was
successfully prepared (French et al. 2014). However, the diffraction intensities of AgNWs were slightly
decreased in AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm, implying that AgNWs were successfully included in the interior
hybrid �lm.

The FT-IR spectra are very helpful to investigate the surface functional groups and molecular interaction
of hybrid �lm, and results are shown in Fig. 2B. The AgNWs themselves did not contain any organic
functional groups (Chen et al. 2020), so they could only rely on a small amount of PVP on the surface of
AgNWs to study the possible interaction between cellulose and AgNWs. From Fig. 2Ba, The FT-IR
spectrum of the cellulose �lm shows the characteristic stretching vibration modes of -C-O, -CH2, and -CH

at 1092 cm− 1, 919 cm− 1, and 838 cm− 1, respectively. Additionally, the cellulose �lms exhibit the typical
peaks at 3355 cm− 1 and 2913 cm− 1, corresponding to the stretching vibration -OH and –CH2 groups.
Figure 2Bb shows the FT-IR spectrum of AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm, indicating that all the above
characteristic peaks are present in the sample of hybrid �lm. Moreover, as shown in the Fig. 2Bb,
characteristic absorption bands at 1667 cm− 1, which can be assigned to the stretching vibration peaks of
-C = O, derived from the ingredient PVP from AgNWs (Ma et al. 2019). It can be seen that the characteristic
peaks of cellulose and related to the composition of the AgNWs all appeared on the hybrid �lm, proving
that the AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm was successfully constructed.

XPS measurement was conducted to ensure the composition of the AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm. The
survey XPS spectra of the as-prepared cellulose �lm and AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm are displayed in
Fig. 3. The full XPS spectrums of cellulose �lm and AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm are shown in Fig. S2,
which are consistent with corresponding EDS results. The peaks centered at the binding energies of
284.0, 399.1, 531.0, and 368.1 eV are attributed to C1s, N1s, O1s and Ag3d. As shown in Fig. 3Aa, for the
cellulose �lm, the high-resolution C1s spectrum can be divided into two peaks with binding energies
centered at 284.1 and 285.9 eV corresponding to the C-C and the C-O-C, respectively. The high-resolution
C1s spectrum of the hybrid �lm is similar to that of the cellulose �lm, except that the C-O-C binding
energy centered at 285.5 eV is lower than that of the cellulose �lm, which may be caused by the addition
of AgNWs, as can be shown on Fig. 3Ab. Furthermore, the high-resolution N1s and O1s spectrums both
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display one characteristic peak at 399.4 and 531.3 eV corresponding to the N-H and the C = O, (Fig. 3B
and C). For the Ag3d spectrum, two peaks at binding energies of 366.7 and 372.6 eV correspond to
Ag3d5/2 and Ag3d3/2, testifying the AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm was fabricated. There are no other

impurity peaks such as Ag+, and Ag2+ were detected, implying that the surface of the hybrid �lm was not
oxidized after it was exposed toan open environment for some time. The analysis results between XPS
and XRD are consistent, indicating that the AgNWs were successfully loaded on the cellulose �lm and the
material was successfully constructed.

For applications, functional agricultural �lm materials should possess essential properties like �exibility,
durability, thermal stability, and ability to thermal insulation properties. Therefore, the mechanical
properties, thermal stabilities of AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm were investigated and the relevant results
are represented in Fig. 4. For a better comparison, the mechanical properties of cellulose �lm and
AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm were tested, and stress-strain curves of samples are shown in Fig. 4A. Both
cellulose �lm and AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm show a trend of gradually increasing and then decreasing,
the tensile strength and elongation at break of cellulose �lm and AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm are 0.36
MPa, 0.45 MPa, and 1.5%, respectively. Ultimately, under the same elongation, the tensile strength of the
cellulose �lm is greater than that of the hybrid �lm, the result can be ascribed to the rigidity of AgNWs
loaded on hybrid �lm and it also proves that the hybrid �lm material loaded with AgNWs was
successfully formed.

To investigate the thermal stability of as-obtained �lm material, the thermal decomposition of cellulose
�lms and the hybrid �lm was evaluated from room temperature to 600 ℃. The TGA curves of cellulose
�lms and hybrid �lm are shown in Fig. 4B. Notably, the obvious slight weight loss inspected for the two
samples in the initial stage (below 200 ℃) was possibly ascribed to the volatilization of free water
adsorbed and low molecular weight compounds in samples. As the temperature continues to rise, from
200 to 400 ℃, the quality of the samples dropped rapidly, which was caused by the structural
degradation of �lms. Then, the weight loss rate of the samples slowed down. Finally, due to
decomposition of carbonaceous matter or serious damage to the specimens, cellulose �lm reached the
full complete decomposition station at around 550 ℃ with the residue of 3%, and hybrid �lm reached the
full complete decomposition station at around 550 ℃ with the residue of 10%. Overall, compared with
cellulose �lm, the thermal stability of hybrid �lm was enhanced by introducing nanowires into the
cellulose matrix. The addition of AgNWs is bene�cial for enhancing the thermal stability of hybrid �lm,
which may be attributed to the uniform dispersion of AgNWs in the hybrid �lm, forming an effective
barrier to the diffusion of volatile or decomposable components in the product and hindering the release
of these components of the hybrid �lm.

Light transmittance was assessed by UV-Vis as part of �lm characterization and also for further in�uence
in the agricultural applications of hybrid �lm. Therefore, UV-Vis Spectrophotometer was carried to
investigate the transmittance of cellulose �lm and hybrid �lm, as shown in Fig. 5. In the visible light range
of 400–800 nm, the transmittance of the cellulose �lm reaches about 80% on average, demonstrating
that the cellulose �lm is transparent. Comparing with cellulose �lm, the as-prepared hybrid �lm obtains a
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result of nearly 55% transmission at a wavelength of 400–800 nm, the transmittance of the hybrid �lm is
signi�cantly reduced. The transmittance of cellulose �lm is higher than the AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm,
because the addition of cross-linked AgNWs has become the barrier to the penetration of light, which the
result indicated hybrid �lm was successfully synthesized. Although the addition of AgNWs reduces the
transmittance of the hybrid �lm, the �lm with 55% of the transmittance can still allow to entering most of
the light sources, providing a certain amount of heat, and playing the role of growth and heat
preservation.

AgNWs have high infrared re�ectivity and low infrared emissivity making it an ideal material for
enhancing the radiant heat insulation ability of the hybrid �lm. Therefore, to study the heat insulation
properties of the hybrid �lm, the thermal image of the heating plate with the cellulose �lm and the hybrid
�lm attached were studied, and the result is shown in Fig. 6. Before imaging, the cellulose �lm and the
AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm shall be placed on the surface of a heated plate that is uniformly heated, as
shown in Fig. 6A. Both specimens are in thermal equilibrium on the heating plate which temperature is set
at 40°C and atmosphere temperature of 12.0°C. It is observed from Fig. 6B that the surface temperature
of cellulose �lm (right) and AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm (left) are 34.33 and 31.26°C as detected through
an IR camera, respectively. Compared with cellulose �lm, the surface temperature of the hybrid was lower,
indicating the infrared thermal insulation properties of the hybrid �lm.

Facing extreme environments, plants rely on lowering the rate of heat dissipation to maintain a warm
space that is not enough to withstand the sharp down temperature brought by the cold wave. Therefore, it
is necessary to provide heat from the outside to protect plants from frostbite for on-demand agricultural
thermal management applications. As a derivative of silver, AgNWs also possess excellent conductivity,
loading in hybrid �lm, which can take the ability to conduct electricity to the hybrid �lm. As shown in Fig.
S3, due to the loading of AgNWs, the hybrid �lm differs from the cellulose �lm and plastic �lm. It can be
seen that the hybrid �lm has a certain resistance, while the cellulose �lm and the plastic �lm have in�nite
resistance examined by multimeter and are insulating materials. The temperature pro�les of the
AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm plotted against heating time are shown in Fig. 7, which proves the hybrid
�lm loaded AgNWs heats up quickly in a short time, providing Joule heat. The initial temperature of the
�lm is 17.8°C monitored by thermocouple, the current passed through the �lm to generate heat with a
�xed voltage of 3 V. And the temperature is detected once in 30 s, an infrared image is taken, the detected
temperatures are 22.5, 27.2, 33.6, 38.2, 43.5°C at 30 s, 60 s, 120 s, and 150 s, respectively, in Fig. 7a-f. The
hybrid �lm exhibits excellent electrical heating properties, and the surface temperature of the material
rises 25.7°C in just 150 s, indicating that the hybrid �lm can rapidly heat up to meet the temperature
requirements at a low voltage.

Since the hybrid �lm composition containing AgNWs, the antibacterial properties were evaluated for
hybrid �lm modi�ed with AgNWs and cellulose �lm against Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus
bacteria. As shown in Fig. 8A and B, Escherichia coli on cellulose �lm without AgNWs were found (right),
on the contrary, no bacteria existed around the hybrid �lm modi�ed by AgNWs (left), forming a circular
antibacterial zone. Similar situation, Staphylococcus aureus on cellulose �lm (right) unmodi�ed by
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AgNWs were found, and no bacteria existed around the hybrid �lm modi�ed by AgNWs (left), also
forming a circular antibacterial zone, showing in Fig. 8C and D. Clearly, the AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm
showed both bacteriostatic and bactericidal action against bacteria, which can be attributed to the
addition of AgNWs destroying the living environment and state of bacteria. Therefore, the
AgNWs/cellulose hybrid cellulose �lm not only can achieve the effect of double insulation but also can
resist harmful bacteria from the outside world, the insulation and antibacterial process was shown in
Scheme 2.

Conclusions
Biodegradable on-demand insulation AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm successfully prepared by
hydrothermal, solvent co-blending method for growing crops in extreme climate conditions. The obtained
AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm has excellent thermal stability and mechanical properties, enhancing their
use prospects. Additionally, the high transmittance of AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm enhances its
application in crop insulation. More importantly, AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lms have excellent electrical
conductivity and can provide excellent Joule heating, generating rapid thermal response and uniform
electrical heating at a low supply voltage of 3 V for extra warmth. The excellent antimicrobial properties
of AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lms help crops thrive and enhance their value as a substitute for plastic �lms
in agricultural mulch. Therefore, this work provides a �exible hybrid �lm-based cellulose with excellent
thermal insulation, thermal stability, mechanical properties, and antibacterial activity, providing the
possibility to replace the traditional plastic �lm, and developing great application potential in agriculture.
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Figure 1

SEM images of cellulose (a), cellulose �lm (b), AgNWs (c), AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm (d)
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Figure 2

XRD patterns (A) and FT-IR spectra (B) of AgNWs (a) and AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm (b)

Figure 3

Survey scans XPS spectra of cellulose �lm (a) and AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm (b): (A) C1s, (B) N1s, (C)
O1s, and (D) Ag3d
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Figure 4

Stress-strain curves (A) and TGA curves (B) of cellulose �lm and AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm

Figure 5

UV-Vis transmittance spectra of cellulose �lm and AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm
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Figure 6

(A) Regular photos and (B) thermal images of cellulose �lm and AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm

Figure 7
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a-f, Temperature change of AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm and infrared images of AgNWs/cellulose hybrid
applied with a voltage of 3 V

Figure 8

Antibacterial activity against escherichia coli (A-B) and staphylococcus aureus bacteria (C-D) for cellulose
�lm and AgNWs/cellulose hybrid �lm
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